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Summary

About the service 
Cymryd Rhan is registered with the Care and Social Services Inspectorate Wales 
(CSSIW) to provide domiciliary care services. Services are provided in Powys, Conwy, 
Carmarthenshire, Denbighshire, Wrexham and Flintshire. The registered office for Powys 
is based in Llandrindod Wells and forms the basis for this inspection. The other regions 
are inspected separately. 

The Registered Provider is Cymryd Rhan, a voluntary organisation, registered charity and 
limited company. The Responsible Individual is Jane Elizabeth Edwards. At the time of the 
inspection Sophie Williams was the manager for the organisation, and was in the process 
of applying to Care and Social Services Inspectorate Wales (CSSIW) to become the 
Registered Manager.  

The current registration allows for personal care to be provided to the following categories 
of people.
• People with physical disabilities
• People with learning disability
• Older People
• Elderly Mentally Infirm.

What type of inspection was carried out?
We, the Care and Social Services Inspectorate Wales (CSSIW) carried out a baseline 
inspection of this agency. This was because CSSIW are currently looking at the provision 
of domiciliary services across the county of Powys. 

The methodology used to inform this report included;
o Five face to face discussions with people using the service and/or their 

families either in the day care provision or in their own homes.
o One discussion with two staff who supported one person who was unable to 

verbally express their views.
o An announced visit to the registered office on Wednesday 15th April 2015 by 

two CSSIW inspectors.
o Discussions with an area manager present during the inspection.
o Discussions with the manager during the office visit.
o Consideration of a number of records relating to people working in the 

service including recruitment, supervision and training records.
o Consideration of a number of care records relating to people using the 

service.
o Consideration of other documentation relating to the day to day running of 

the service as detailed in the body of this report.
o Consideration of Questionnaires sent to staff (20) people using the service 

(7) and visiting professionals (5) 
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What does the service do well? 
The management strives to improve the service wherever possible.
Staff are paid for their travel time and petrol costs to and from their last call in any one day.

What has improved since the last inspection? 
We noted the following improvements in the service since the last inspection. 

 A manager for the service has been appointed, and is currently undergoing 
registration with CSSIW.

What needs to be done to improve the service? 
We did not issue non compliance notices with regard to the following issues because we 
recognise that the service delivered by Cymryd Rhan has changed since their last 
inspection due to the tendering arrangements in Powys. This has had an impact on their 
ability to ensure all of their own documentation has been reviewed and implemented.  
From discussions with  the manager and area manager, we have been given an 
assurance that the following issues will be or are in the process of being addressed for the 
benefit of people using the service and will be followed up at the next inspection.

We notified the provider that the service is non compliant with the following; 

 Regulation 21 b. This is because Cymryd Rhan has a complaints policy in place, 
although this is in need of being updated to ensure it makes clear reference to how 
a complaint can be made, including via telephone, face to face or written. The 
timescales for complaints also needs to be amended in the statement of purpose to 
reflect the required 14 day timescale for local resolution.

 Regulation 4 and Regulation 5. This is because the statement of purpose and 
service user guide requires amending to reflect the current categories of care that 
this region of the organisation is registered for, and to change the status of the 
manager.

 The manager is required to look into the two missed calls highlighted by one person 
during our visit. 

We recommended that the following issues be addressed for the benefit of people using 
the service 

 The missed calls policy requires amending to be more relevant to domiciliary care 
and the timescale of a late call and the definition of a missed call clearly recorded.

 Staff should respond to calls left on the answer machine when calls are cancelled 
by the person receiving a service.

 More care is needed when plans are written to ensure the correct gender of the 
person receiving care is recorded.
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 Risk assessments should be more person centred.

 Care plans should be signed by the person receiving care or their 
advocate/representative.

 The use of home phones by staff should be agreed at the original assessment and 
recorded.

 To ensure that rotas are routinely sent to people receiving care to alert them to who 
is due to arrive at each call visit.
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Quality Of Life

Overall, people receiving support from Cymryd Rhan can feel confident that they will be 
treated with respect and will be supported to live in their own home. This is because we, 
CSSIW, visited four people who use the service in their own home. When asked what is 
good about the service they told us that staff help them to keep their independence so 
they can stay at home, that staff ‘help them out’, that they like the company of the people 
who come and they are very efficient. Each person spoken to confirmed that staff were 
“very polite”, “do everything they can for us”, and are “very helpful, excellent really”.

Each person confirmed that carers mostly arrive on time, within a few minutes either side 
of the time slot and stay for the full amount of time allocated. One person told us that 
they have never felt hurried by staff, and that often they have stayed a while longer to 
ensure they are comfortable. We were informed that carers were consistent, wherever 
possible, and how any new carers are shadowed with a regular carer as a way of 
introduction. People told us that there is a core group of staff who always deliver the care 
with other staff visiting to cover times of annual leave or sickness. The agency employs 
both male and female care staff allowing for personal preference when supporting people 
with personal care to be considered.

One relative spoken to had made a complaint against a member of staff who was 
attending to her relative’s manual handling needs. She spoke to the manager at the 
office who acted appropriately in removing the staff from the call, looked at disciplinary, 
and the staff re-trained in manual handling. The relative was very happy with the 
response of the manager regarding her concern.

The majority of people we spoke to confirmed that they had not had any missed calls, 
where a staff member had failed to turn up at all. However one person told us that she 
had had two missed calls on a Sunday. The manager was unaware of this; we were 
informed that a support worker was aware. The manager stated that she would look into 
this. 

People are informed if the carer is going to be late. The four people spoken to state that 
the office would ring to explain the delay. One person did ring the office after an hour 
delay and an apology was given, with a staff member immediately sent out by the office. 

Overall people are able to say what care they require, they are able to tell the staff if they 
are not happy about any aspect of their care, their views are always listened to and 
where possible respected. Some people told us that they are aware of their care plan 
and had read the plans, whilst others knew they were there, but had not read them. The 
care plans from Cymryd Rhan were task orientated rather than person centred, we 
recommended that at each review the care plans are updated to reflect the individual, not 
the task. One plan also referred to ‘she’ instead of ‘he’ therefore more care is needed 
when writing the documents. We also recommended that once assessments or reviews 
take place with the person receiving care, or their representative, they sign the care plan 
to agree to the type of care to be provided. The manual handling plan in one file 
contained good detail to allow staff to manoeuvre the person safely. However risk 
assessments were generic, and could be more person centred.
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Overall staff have a good understanding of peoples needs. We met with one person 
using the service who was unable to communicate with us. Two members of staff were 
supporting her, and clearly understood her needs and wishes. The staff told us that they 
understand her wishes, especially when she is unhappy, through her eye contact or by 
shouting if she wants attention.
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Quality Of Staffing

People using the service can be confident that there is a robust recruitment system in 
place which helps to protect them. This is because we looked at a random sample of 
recruitment files, and systems held on computer and found between the two, relevant 
information in line with regulations including appropriate references and police checks, 
known as Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) checks. People do not start work until 
relevant checks are carried out. 

People are issued with job descriptions and terms and conditions of employment which 
were seen on the files examined. New staff follow an induction which includes two day 
office based learning as well as carrying out shadow shifts and having their competency 
assessed in areas such as medication management. Evidence of inductions was seen on 
the files examined. We recommended that each staff file contained a photograph as 
proof of identity. Any staff disciplinary was recorded on the computer data base and once 
concluded, outcomes were cross referenced. We saw evidence of ongoing supervision of 
staff to not only ensure they are competent but to offer ongoing management support to 
individuals. 

We noted that staff are issued with a staff handbook with information about what is 
expected of them including pertinent policies and procedures. An addendum had been 
added in March 2015 to make the document more pertinent to home care as well 
supported living. Staff working in the home care service have uniforms and people have 
told us that personal protective equipment such as gloves and aprons are routinely used 
when delivering personal care, and staff wear identification badges. The manager stated 
that hand gel was given to all staff.

People can be confident that they are supported by competent staff who are given the 
opportunity to attend training relevant to their post. We saw a training matrix listing 
training events which people have attended. Medication training is completed 
electronically on line with competency assessments carried out with staff on an annual 
basis or more frequently if required. The manager confirmed that Staff had recently 
attended food hygiene and infection control training and had a district nurse visit who 
gave a talk on personal care training. Staff files seen showed recent staff training in 
health and safety awareness, special needs, protection of vulnerable adults, emergency 
first aid at work, medication administration, train the trainer in dementia, palliative care, 
epilepsy, reablement, substance misuse, and risk assessments. Staff that were qualified 
in care had certificates available in their files. 
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Quality Of Leadership and Management

Overall people using the service cannot be fully confident that the service has clear 
information setting out what people can expect if they choose to use it. This is because 
the Statement of Purpose which had been amended in March 2015, and the service user 
guide, amended in August 2014 were generic documents for the organisation, and were 
more pertinent to the North Wales registered office, and not specifically for the mid Wales 
service which operates slightly differently, and could be misleading. The manager’s 
status also needs to reflect that she is not currently the registered manager until she has 
completed the registered manager’s process with CSSIW. We have been given an 
assurance by the manager that the review of these documents is underway. 

People can be reasonably confident that their needs will continue to be met by the 
organisation and staff employed by them. The main domiciliary care provider in Powys 
had suddenly ceased trading, therefore the management at Cymryd Rhan were meeting 
with the local authority to discuss spot contracts.

The work is allocated to staff via the Manager Computer System which calculates the 
mileage and travel time between calls. Staff calls to providers are monitored by staff 
using the person’s home phone, which has no cost to the person, this is recorded and 
used to determine staff’s times in and out of each home visit. Times in and out of calls 
were therefore not recorded on people’s daily notes. Letters were sent to people using 
the service to explain this process and how this ensures the safety of the staff due to lack 
of mobile signal, and that people are receiving the full amount of time allocated. Where 
no home phone is available, a staff mobile is used. We recommended that this 
agreement is recorded and agreed by the person receiving care at the original 
assessment.  

Since the last inspection, the organisation had appointed a manager to oversee the day 
to day running of the Agency. She is currently undergoing registration with CSSIW to 
become the registered manager. There was a management structure available, which 
contained titles of people, this would benefit from the names of the people being added 
to allow people to ask for individuals by name.
 
People using the service can be fairly confident that the management team are working 
towards developing a quality audit system which can promote and improve the quality of 
the service provided to people using it.  The last quality of care report available was for 
2012 to 2013, however customer satisfaction questionnaires and face to face visits have 
been made to seek people’s views on the service. The manager is re-launching the staff 
forums and family forums where all families are being invited for a meal, and discussions 
with an impartial consultant. This is offered every three months, and if families are 
unavailable, feedback is given. This information will be collated and used to inform the 
current quality of care report for 2015.

Complaints are logged on a data base, with outcomes attached. The complaints policy 
requires amending to reflect in which format people can raise a concern or complaint. 
The manager agreed to update the policy and to amend the timescales for complaints 
from 28 days to 14 days in the statement of purpose. One person told us that when 
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leaving a message on the answer phone regarding the cancellation of a call, that they do 
not receive a response. The manager stated that they do return the call, but if the person 
is unavailable, a message is not left. We recommended leaving a message as a matter 
of courtesy to confirm the message had been received by the office, and the call had 
been cancelled. Acknowledgements, compliments and Protection of Vulnerable Adults 
information is kept with ‘who, what, where’ recorded. There had been no safeguarding 
issues or complaints reported to CSSIW during the last inspection period. 

People using and working in the service can be assured that they fully supported by the 
agency and are protected by policies and procedures. Full lists of policies are available in 
the office including the lone working policy, medication management, which required 
signed and dated, and the All Wales Interim Policy and Procedure for the Protection of 
Vulnerable Adults. A missed calls policy was available, but required amending as this 
was not relevant to domiciliary care, more towards supported living, and the definition of 
the timescale was needed to determine a late call, or a missed call. It was pleasing to 
note that staff were paid from their first call to their last, regardless of how far apart the 
appointments were. Staff are also paid petrol expenses at 45p a mile. A supervision 
matrix and a training matrix are in place and are monitored by the area managers to 
ensure staff are competent and confident in their role.

People using the service are not always informed of which staff were due to attend at 
each call. They told us that they did not receive a staff rota to inform them of which 
carer/carers were attending on any given day. They told us that they would like this 
information, as the only reason they would know who was scheduled to attend was by 
asking the staff at each visit. The manager confirmed that rotas for the following week 
were being sent to people using the service each Thursday.
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Quality Of The Environment

The registered office for Cymryd Rhan is in Llandrindod Wells. The building provides 
both office space and meeting/training rooms. The lift was still out of use, but meeting 
rooms were provided on the first floor for those with mobility problems.

People can be confident that the records of people using and working in the service are 
held securely within the office.
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How we inspect and report on services 
We conduct two types of inspection; baseline and focussed. Both consider the experience 
of people using services.

 Baseline inspections assess whether the registration of a service is justified and 
whether the conditions of registration are appropriate. For most services, we carry out 
these inspections every three years. Exceptions are registered child minders, out of 
school care, sessional care, crèches and open access provision, which are every four 
years. 

At these inspections we check whether the service has a clear, effective Statement of 
Purpose and whether the service delivers on the commitments set out in its Statement 
of Purpose. In assessing whether registration is justified inspectors check that the 
service can demonstrate a history of compliance with regulations. 

 Focused inspections consider the experience of people using services and we will look 
at compliance with regulations when poor outcomes for people using services are 
identified. We carry out these inspections in between baseline inspections. Focussed 
inspections will always consider the quality of life of people using services and may look 
at other areas. 

Baseline and focused inspections may be scheduled or carried out in response to concerns.

Inspectors use a variety of methods to gather information during inspections. These may 
include;

 Talking with people who use services and their representatives
 Talking to staff and the manager
 Looking at documentation
 Observation of staff interactions with people and of the environment
 Comments made within questionnaires returned from people who use services, staff and 

health and social care professionals

We inspect and report our findings under ‘Quality Themes’. Those relevant to each type of 
service are referred to within our inspection reports. 

Further information about what we do can be found in our leaflet ‘Improving Care and 
Social Services in Wales’. You can download this from our website, Improving Care and 
Social Services in Wales  or ask us to send you a copy by telephoning your local CSSIW 
regional office.

http://wales.gov.uk/cssiwsubsite/newcssiw/publications/leaflets/puttingpeople/?lang=en
http://wales.gov.uk/cssiwsubsite/newcssiw/publications/leaflets/puttingpeople/?lang=en

